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Abstract The PGC is composed of two serial-parallel Ga-

In this paper we outline an convolutional code de- lois field multip~ers, a number of ~egisters and a small
coding algorithm which is capable of efficiently decod- amount of multiplexers and e.xcluslv.e-OR gates to con-

ing long convolutional codes. Our particular interest is ~rol the.flow of data. Th.e chip contl.nues to operate at

in using such an algorithm in conjunction with concato- Its m:ax'mum speed, until an error IS enc?untered. . It

nated Reed-Solomon decoding to provide very high cod- then Interrupts. the control processor, so It can decide

ing gains for deep space telemetry applications. In the whether t~e chip has tak;en the ~rong path. If the .pro-

paper we outline the decoding algorithm and the hard- cessor decides,. from ~he In.formatlon the PG.C prov!de~,

ware neccessaTy to implement a fast megabits/second that an error ~s posslb}e, It halts the decoding while It

decoder. The hardware consists of a VLSI path gener- chec,ks to see I! the chip needs to be reprogrammed to

at or chip (PGC) which operates in conjunction with a the best path.

path search (PS) processor.

2. The Decoding Algorithm

1. Introduction 2.1 Code Properties

Concatenated coding, with an inner convolutional Let us i t d .

code and a Reed-Solomon outer code is known to pro- . n r<;, uce some of the distance and structure

vide excellent performance for high e~or rate channels. prope~.les o~ slngle-gene:ator co~volutional codes that
In rd t k b t f th . d . r t . are utilized In the decoding algorIthm.

0 er 0 ma e es use 0 e receive InlOrma Ion,

the convolutional decoder should be minimum distance, A single-generator convolutional code is one in

use soft decision techniques and have a long constraint which each message digit is encoded individually into V

length. The Viterbi algorithm can satisfy the first two ~ode d!sits, wh~re V is a positive integer, giving a max-

requirements; but the decoder complexity grows expo- Imum Informat!o~ rate of l/V. The V coded digits for

nentially with constraint length, limiting the maximum e~ message digit depe~d on both the present message

decoder gain. In this paper we look at the VLSI im- digit and t~e N - 1 prevIous message digits, where N is

plementation of a technique which allows much longer the constraInt length of the code in segments. The code

constraint lengths with soft decision decoding. can be represented by Its tree structure, the branches of

. . . . ... which can be extended indefinitely from any node. Each

The decoding algon~hm utilized In this paper I~ due branch has one segment of code digits associated with

~o Ng, .Good~an .and Winfield [R.efs 1-81. The a!gonthm it, and the code digits of the two branches stemming

IS ~axlmum likelih?od although It can operate In a sub- from an arbitrary node are always ones-complements of

optimum mode to Increase throughput speeds. The al- each other.

gorithm uses a sequential decoding approach to avoid an .. .

exponential growth in complexity. In addition, the dis- The encoding; operation IS o~e of selecting a path

tance and structural properties of convolutional codes through the tree In accordance with the message digits.

are used to considerably reduce the amount of searching A.t .e~h node the upper branch is taken if the message

needed to find the optimum path when a back-up search digit IS a zero, and the lower branch is taken if it is a

is required. The decoder does this in two main ways. one.

First, a small !et of paths called permissible paths are .

utilized to search the whole of a subtree for the better Consider, for any node in the infinite tree, all the

path, instead of actually using all the paths in the given paths that. extend b segments forward from that node.

subtree. Second, the decoder identifies which subset of The resulting subtree ill referred to as a truncated tree

permissible paths should be utilized in a given search or ~-unit, and is divided into two half-trees depending o~

and which may be ignored, because they cannot possi- which branch.was chosen at the first node. The initial

bly result in a better path. In this way many unnecces- code tree (8) .Is.the ~-unit stemming from the very first

sary path searches are completely eliminated. Because node, and IS dIvided Into the upper-and lower-half initial

the decoding effort required by the decoder is low, and code trees (80 and 81, respectively).
the decoding processes simple, the algorithm opens the We may now summarize several useful properties of

possibility of building high-speed long constraint length these codes.

convolutional decoders with optimum performance. (a) The code is a group code. That is, if w and w'

. are two equal-length code paths belongin

g to the intial

The use of the effort reduction techniques, makes truncated tree 8 it im lies th i th .

control of the algorithm a fairly complex operation. I that % = W e w' is wit~n 8 a ere IS a path % such
But, by only implementing the main computational el- .

ement in VLSI, the control can be left to a micropro-

cessor. The resulting 'path generator chip' (PGC) is
capable of decoding at 20 megasegments/second: where
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, .. and so if w and w' are in opposite halves of a b-unit we
(b) If w and w are paths In OPPO6Itt. halves of any an derive the test-error weight of w' by direct modulo-

~-~n.it, then x = wED w' is a code path in the lower-half ~ addition of t and the b-segment.path x. Th~s is still

Initial code tree 81, a cumbersome process however, If all paths In the b.

(c). The distance bet~~n the two h.alf t~ees of any unit have to be used 'to search for w'. However,.we

b-unlt IS ~efined as the minImum HaInmlng dIstance be- have derived many conditions which the.x must satIsfy

tween paIrs of paths, one from each half tree. because of the code structure [1-8]. ThIs serves to re-

(d) Combini~g.propert.ies (b) and (c) above, we can duce the x required to search the b-unit to a very small

state th~t ~he minImum dls.tance betw~n.half tree.s of number in most cases of interest. The reduced .se~ of

any b-unlt IS equal to the weIght of the minImum-weIght paths needed to search the b-unit are called permissIble

path in 81, We.can then.d;fine a ~istance function d(.) paths, (PPs), and denoted by Pi. For example, usi.ng
such that d(b) I~ the minImum dIstance between half a particular ~ rate code with good distance propertIes

trees of ~y b-unlt, and depends only on b, and .not on we find that over six segments there are only three per-

the b-unlt chosen. The guaranteed error-correctIng ca- . . 1 h h'ch t' fy the conditions on P These
pability of any b-unit is then T

f b), where T(b) is the mlSS# e ~t3~ p I _s~~~Ol and Rs = 31010i. It is

largest integer such that T(b) $ d(b) - 1]/2. are (I) - "
bl (2).- h . h \) re 6-u nit without

therefore pOSSI e .0 searc . e en.1 .

back-up by makin~ only three test-error weIght com-

2.2 The basic decoding strategy parision~ based on It'l = It ED PI.

Fig. 1. Shows the decoder correcting a 12 segment
Consider the notation: (24bit) received sequence which contains four errors.

v the received sequence, which differs from the trans- The effort is only 12 BBOs and four path map oper-

mitted sequence due to errors . ations.
w the tentatively decoded sequence, a path In the code

tree w~ich is the decoders's tentative version of the S. The Soft-Decision Algorithm
transmitted sequence . .
t = w ED v the test-error sequence, which has ones in the Soft-decision decoding gives an asympt<;>tlc codl~g

positions where w and v differ gain of 3db over hard decision, and our algorithm easily

t, the sequence consisting of the last b branches of the extends to cover this. We assume that 8:1evel 9uantl-

sequence t. zation is sufficient to recover most of codIng gaIn loss,
... and henceforth all bit quantities are assumed to be rep-

Our basIc decodIng strat~gy .IS the~ ~ follo,,!s. We resented b a 3bit soft vector where hard 0 = [000]. and

alwaysseekaco~epathwwhlchlsatmlnlmumdlstan~e hard 1 = f111]- All distance metrics and path weIghts

It I from the receIved sequence v. In ot~er words, a. w IS are now assumed to be soft weights, where the soft dis-

accepted to be the decoded sequence If and only If for t between a hard 0 and a hard 1 is 7 soft levels.
all other paths w' in the corresponding truncated tree, ance . ..
w has minimum test-error weight. That is The decoding algorithm operates In a sImilar man-

ner to the previous hard version. If the lat~st segment

Itj = I w ED V I < I w' ED vi = It'l has a non-zero hard decisio.n .test error ~elght .then a
- search via the stored permissIble paths IS requlre.d to

find a path with a better lower soft test error weIght,

We define the basic branch operation (BBO) to be if one exits. A penalty of operating in the soft-decision

the decoding action of a single branch forward extension mode is that more permissible paths must be stored

which selects the latest segment W1 of w. Whenever a than in the hard-decision case. However, note that this

decoded path w is accepted as being the minimum dis- is ROM complexity not RAM. For example, the code

tance path the decoder shifts out the earliest segment used has a hard distance of 9 over 16 segments (32bits),
of w which is assumed to be a correct representation of giving an asymptotic soft correction power of 9 bits over

the ~orresponding segment of the transmitted sequence, this constraint length, and this requires 112Kbits to
and shifts in the newly received segment V1 of v. The store the 5000 PPs needed. A length 25 (SObits) decoder

BBO then selects W1, to be the segment closest in dis- gives 11 bit correction, and asymptomatically requires
tance to V1' 92Mbits of ROM path storage. These storage figures are

h BBO 1 .' . h . not excessive by modern ROM standards. Also, manyFor the half-rate code, t e resu .s In awl' a. h . h . h. PP b '.. d '.h .. al 4' .. ht It I - I I < 1 Thus Ig welg. s can e oml..e W1. minIm ellec.alw~ys ~as a test-error welg I - W1 ED V1 - . on the decoder output bit error rate thus avoiding the

I t I IS either 0 or 1. If we assume that the new seg- .. . ' .

[6]~ent W1 results from the extension of a path that has exponentIal growth In storage requlremen..

minimum test-error weight, the following are implied. The soft-decision decoder would not be feasible if it
Firstly, if It11=0, the ~ew path is guaranteed to have had to search through all the s.t?~ed paths. every time

minimum test-error weIght, and the decoder returns to a non zero It11 occurred. By utilizIng the dIstance and

the BB<? Alternatively, if It11 = .1, it is possible that I struc~ure prop~rti.es of the code we have found several

there eXIsts some other path w' wIth smaller test-error technIques to sIgnIficantly reduce the amount of search-

weight It'l = Iw' ED vi < Itl, and we are faced with a ing the decoder needs to do. Firstly, we can calculate

search to find it. the maximum possible improvement in soft error weight
. before starting the search. Thus if a particular path

2.3 Searchlng for the better path mapping achieves this improvement, we can immedi-

ately abandon the search. Secondly, not all PPs of each
Let us assume that the decoder needs to search the length must be tried in the attempt to find the better

b-unit which spans the last b segments of the code tree, path. In fact for a given path length b only PPs of
for a w' with smaller test-error weight. We use a proce- length b below a certain weight need be tried to achieve

dure based on property (b) of Section 2.2. This states the seeked for test error weight improvement. The num-

that w' can be directly derived by the modulo-2 oper- ber of these paths at length b depends only on It,1 the
ation w' = w ED x, where x is a truncated path in the soft weight of the test error sequence over the last b
lower-half initial code tree. Also, segments. Thus whenever the decoder needs to search

for a better path by trying PP mappings from b = 2 to

t'=W'EDV=wEDxEDv=tEDX
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b=DECL (Decoding Constraint Length), the It,! is first PPs appropriate to that particular search length, based
calculated and this is used to directly identify (address) on the total test error reduction. The PS then presents
the subset of paths that have to be tried. these one at a time, in a segment serial manner, to the

C .d " h f 11 . I As " h all PG for testing. If the path is found to reduce the total
onsl er . e 0 owing ex amp e. sume . e - . h b . "h . d ,,' th O

' d h error welg t, ut not gIve. e maximum re uc.lon, IS
zero se.quence was transmItted an we are now on a pat pp' t ed b the PS which carries on searching for

that gives us a soft test error sequence t = 00 04 01 00 IS agg r PS . .
fied b01 00 40 40 61 00 40 . " aI ,,'. 5 h d a better reductIon. When the IS satls no etterIn oc. ,con.aInlng ar errors .. h b d . (.fd t tal oft error weight of 25. The maximum im- path can be fou.nd, the PP gIVing t e est ~ uctlon I

an a 0 .s ,
h . f I I b f one was found) IS represented to the PG whIch performs

provement In soft error welg t IS 1 so t ~ve, ecause 0 th . Th PS th s' als the PG to resume the
the weight 4 latest segment. The followIng table shows BBgapplng. e en Ign

the weight of the test error sequence 141 over the last b .
segments, together with the upper bound on PP weight Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the PG chip

\P,I and the number of PPs at this weight. which is capable of doing the BBO at 20 megaseg-

mente/second (clock Cl): where each segment is a three
b It I IP,I #IP,I bit qua~tization of .th,e received data and parity bits.

, The regIsters, multIpliers, summer and compantor all

2 4 - - operate serially. The registers and multipliers are N
3 11 - - bits long, where N is the constraint length in segments,
4 15 4 1 and are clocked by either Cl or C2. The error registers

are actually two dual shift registers moving data in op-
5 19 5 2 posite directions: one clocked by Cl (the main register)

6 19 5 1 and the other by C2 (the test register). The latter is

7 20 - . loaded with the contents of the former when LD goes

8 20 - - high,
9 21 - - During a BBO, three bit data and parity values are

10 25 7 3 loaded at DI(d2,dl,dO) and PI (p2,pl,pO) respectively.
The most significant bit of the data, i,e the hard decision

11 25 7 3 value d2, is pushed into the data register. Initially we

assume this hard data value is correct. Therefore, the
The table shows that only 10 PPs need be searched data error (DE = e2, el, eO) is the bitwise exclusive-OR

to find the better path in this case. This is an order of sum of the received data, with this hard value, That is:

magnitude less than the total number of PPs of length e2 = d2ed2 = OJ el = d2edl, eO = d2edO. In order to
between 2 and 11, which is 197. In fact the 1 level calculate the parity error (P E = f2, fl, fO), assuming

improvement occurs on the third trial mapping, ie the the hard data value is correct, we must recalculate the

second PP mapping of length 5, and the search termi- parity based on our current path. To do this we use two

nates. Galois Field multipliers (GFMs) operating in GF(2).
Both GFMs are based on a fast systolic design with

,. Decoder Hardware no global data lines and one operand hardwired as the

generator polynomial.
A decoder based on the ideas above has two distinct

processes: the 'path generator' (PG) which ~mple!1lents . The data error register. stores a three bit quanti-

the BBO and the 'path searcher' (PS) whIch will at- zatlon of the data error weIght, corresponding to each

tempt to find a better path (one with less soft error of the N data values stored in the data register. The

weight) than the one the PG is currently following. most significant bit of these N - 1 (we always assume

F . 2 h . lified d. f that the latest hard data value is correct) values are fed
. 19ure s owe a sImp systems lagram or de- into the lower GFM. The result of this multiplication,

codIng ~he c.ontents of a buff~r. ~he PG takes the next together with the result of the top GFM (which recalcu-

~hree bIt (eIght level) quantlzatlo:ns of data and par- lates the parity, based on the N last hard data values),

Ity on every Cl clock.cycl~, outputlng,the dec,!ded data are XORed to calculate the ex ected hard value of ar-
value of the data ~ecelved In the N + 1 th prevIous. clock ity. The recalculated parity (q) is used to calculatePthe

cycle. The PG will need. to stop w~en the BBO}s un- FE: f2 = q e p2j fl = q e plj fO = e pO If the most

able to f?~ow a path wIthout causlt;lg an error In the significant bit of the PE is hi h (f2 ! 1) then it is os-

hard decIsI.o~ values: The PS t,hen trIes to ~nd a better sible there is a better path, ~herefore fiis used to ~to

pat.h, ~nd lllt does It loads t~IS ne~ value Into the PG the PG chip, at the end of the current Cl clock c cl~

whIch IS then allowed to continue wIth the next BBO. and start the external PS (via the ERROR signal): '

The use of effort reduction techniques in the PS, In order " en "h ., " "aI " "k " I f . I I . I . h .0 sure. e mInImum .0. .es. error
ma es con..ro a aIr y comp ex o.peratlon., t IS t ere- weight, DE and PE pass throu h a further XOR ate

fore best Implemented as a dedIcated mIcroprocessor where " he sl' gna '- C b d .~. 11 . -" d bgf '
bl f d . . I b " f " ."h ,,' d I k . 18 an e con 1.lona y Inve,.e e ore

capa .e 0 olng sImp e u. as. .an. me.lc ,an .00 up being stored. If the total error wei ht (S = s3 s2 sl
operatIons, However, the PG chIp greatly sImplifies the sO) calcula " d b th add A . g " th ' , ,
PS ,,' b "h ' I . f '" d ,.e y e er, IS grea.er an seven.

opera.lon y. e InC uslon 0 a comparl.or an sum- then the total weight can be reduced b assumin th~

mer. These e!lable both the sum of the cu.rrent segm~nt hard value of data was in error (inste~ of the ghard

test e~or weIghts, an.d .the test error ",!,elght reduc~lon value of the parity, which is the default). With CH low

resulting fr?m a permlsslbl~ path mapping, to be rapIdly the most significant bit of the result (83), controls the
calculated In a segment serIal manner. Both PG and PS XOR g ates to ach. th d . d d.t aI . .

are clocked by C2 during this process and interact in the . leve e eslre con I Ion inversIon

f 11 . F. I h PS h ' h f operatIon. 0 owing way. Irst y, t e accesses t e welg t 0 the
latest segment of the test error sequence from the PG While the new error weights are being calculated,

sum output, in order to determine the maximum weight the corrected data is simultaneously being fed out. This

reduction po88ible. Secondly, as the search proceeds, at decoded output is evaluated by XORing the N + 1 'th

each segment of backup the PG presents the PS with data value with the most significant bit of the N + 1 'th

the total weight of the test error sequence of that num- d~ta error value, .Als? note that, if the EN/DE signal is

ber of segments. The PS then performs its lookup of the hIgh, the output IS sImply the output of the top GFM.
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That is, the encoded output of the d2 sequence. Path Generator Chip and decoder techniques to decode

If the ERROR line goes high there is a possibility a 1/2 rate code over decoding constraint lengths of 50
th t there is a better path. Therefore, the PS must to 100 bits. This should give coding gains greater than

as:ume control of the PG, after the PG has completed the len.gth7 ~2 rate Viterbi decoder, and operate at

its current cycle. The PS first .takes ~D hig~ to load ~he MegabIt ape s.

main data and parity error regIsters Into theIr respectIve R

test registers, and clear the comparitor and summe.r. eferencel
After b clock cycles of the C2 clock, the SUM °u.tput will 1. W.H. Ng and R.M.F. Goodman, . An efficient
give the accumulated sum of the test error weIght over minimum-distance decoding algorithm for convolutional
the last b segments. The PS can store these values and codes,. Proc. lEE, Vol. 125, No.2, Feb., 1978.
use them to tell whether it needs to ,look for.a n~w pa~h 2. W.H. Ng and R.M.F. Goodman, . Analysis of

based on stored threshold values. If It does, It will a~aln the computational and storage requirements for the

bring LD high and feed the P-PATH and D-PATH lines minimum-distance decoding of convolutional
with the first possible new path (PP1), one se&:IDent at codes,. Proc. lEE, Vol. 126, No.1, Jan., 1979.

a time. The DIFF signal then. outputs the dIfference 3. R.M.F. Goodman and A.F. T. Winfield, .Soft-

between the total test error weIght of the .current path decision direct mapping decoding of convolutional
(t), and that of the new path (t e PP1) In a segment codes,. IEEE International Symposium on Information
by segment manner. Theory, Grignano, Italy, June 1979.

If PS needs to instruct the PG to perform a mapping 4. R.M.F. .Goodman, -Towards. the maxim.um like~-

it restarts C1, sets DIR and CH high and reloads pi, in hoo~ decodIng of long .c°n~olutlonal codes, Alg~bm'c

reverse order with zeros filled in to make i~ le~gth N, Coding Theory and Applscatlon, Ed. G. Long, Sprlnger-

into P-PATH AND D-PATH. Because CH IS hIgh, the Verlag, 1979. . . "
G logic routes these latter two signals to the.XOR gatt;8 ? R.M..F. Goodman, <?n the desIgn ~f practlc~ mln-

in front of their respective error registers. SInce DIR IS I.mum dIstance convol~tl~nal decoders, Algebm,c. Cod-

also high the other input to the XOR gates will.be the Ing Theory and Applscatlon6 Ed. G. Longo, Sprlnger-

output of the error registers. The overall effect IS thus Verlag, 1979. ..
t ch e the error path t to (tePP1). 6. . .R.M.~..Goodm.an and A.F.T.. Wlnfiel~, Soft-

0 ang decIsIon mInImum dIstance sequentIal decodIng algo-

The decoder as outlined above can operate at rithm for convolutional codes,. Proc. lEE, Vol. 126,

Megabit speeds. These are of course average sp.eeds Pt. F., No.3, June 1981.
and an input buffer is needed to compensate for dlffer- 7. R.M.F. Goodman and M. Abdul-Wahab, -Multiple-
ing path search times. However, at output error rates path-tracking sequential decoding of convolutional
of 10-5 the average number .of PPs searched I?er search codes,. IEEE International Symposium on Information
is less than one. Also, unlike other sequentIal deco~- Theory, St. Jovit, Quebec, Canada, Sept. 1983.
ing schemes the maximum number of paths searched IS 8. R.M.F. Goodman and A.F. T. Winfield, . Asymp-

always finite. totically Maximum Likelihood Sequential Decoders,.

C 1 i IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory,
4. ODe UI ODS Brighton, U.K., June 1985.

In this paper we have outlined our convolutional

code decoding algorithm, and the hardware nec~essary

to build a fast decoder. At present we are developIng the
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